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YES Hardware Grocery has over 250 
stores within our grocery channel 
nationwide in South Africa.  The 
QkDefine® face recognition security 
platform is highly accurate and scalable 
helping companies fight theft organized 
retail crime and workplace violence. 
 

 
Challenge: YES Hardware Grocery has over 250 stores and each store has tens of thousands 
of equipment and parts. Because there are many parts and small size in the store, the staff 
must explain the products to the guests as well as checking the items on the shelves. The main 
reason for the goods is stolen which is the shortage of manpower. The problem of theft has 
been plaguing the company.  The YES Hardware Grocery want to achieve the ability as 
below after used QkDefine® Face Recognition solution.     
▼ Radically reduce incidents of shoplifting fraud and organized retail crime. 
▼ Protect Customers and associates by preventing in-store violent confrontation. 
 

Solution: 
YES Hardware Grocery selected the i-View Face Recognition solution.  An obligation proof 
has arranged a set for one month filed testing at a store, before for all of the stores' real 
installation. The QkDefine® face recognition security platform is highly accurate and scalable 
helping companies fight theft organized retail crime and workplace violence; the powerful 
function eliminated the barriers that YES Hardware Grocery had been worrying. 
 

Result: 
Whether you wish to recognize, identify or verify a person, a camera and recorder with facial 
recognition capability is an efficient solution. QkDefine® Face Recognition system is an 
accurate, scalable, private, secure, the real-time alert crosses App, SMS, email and Central 
Monitoring Server will more effectively prevent crime to help you improve customer service 
and protect your assets by identifying important customers or potential perpetrators.  
By fighting theft crime and workplace violence, YES was able to deploy QkDefine® Face 
Recognition system over 125 stores during the first implementation phase was extremely 
pleased with their ability to: 
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▼ A strong uptick in arrests OF theft crime.  
▼ 20% apprehensions directly attributed to QkDefine® Face Recognition. 
▼ 2,500 images and counting enrolled 
▼ 9.500 rea-lime alerts about potential in-store threats.  
 
 

Product List: 

 

 
 
 
Let us help you take full advantage of i-View Face Recognition system, Identify, Threats and 
Prevent Crime with our QkDefine®. 
www.i-view.com.tw/qkdefine-face-recognition/ 
 
 
 
 
 

 


